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Abstra t

In the literature, voting proto ols are onsidered se ure if they satisfy requirements
su h as priva y, a ura y, robustness, et . It an be time onsuming to evaluate a voting
proto ol with respe t to all these requirements and it is not lear that the list of known
requirements is omplete. Perhaps be ause of this many papers on ele troni voting do
not o er any se urity proof at all.
As a solution to this, we suggest evaluating voting s hemes in the universal omposability framework. We investigate the popular lass of voting s hemes based on
homomorphi threshold en ryption. It turns out that s hemes in this lass realize an
ideal voting fun tionality that takes the votes as input and outputs the result. This ideal
fun tionality orresponds losely to the well-known ballot box model used today in manual voting. Se urity properties su h as priva y, a ura y and robustness now follow as
easy orollaries. We note that some se urity requirements, for instan e in oer ibility,
are not addressed by our solution.
Se urity holds in the random ora le model against a non-adaptive adversary. We
show with a on rete example that the s hemes are not se ure against adaptive adversaries. We pro eed to sket h how to make them se ure against adaptive adversaries in
the erasure model with virtually no loss of eÆ ien y. We also sket h how to a hieve
se urity against adaptive adversaries in the erasure-free model.
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1 Introdu tion
We onsider the se urity of voting proto ols. As time has progressed, more and more se urity
requirements have been published in the literature. Examples of su h requirements are priva y,
a ura y, fairness, robustness, universal veri ability, in oer ibility and re eipt-freeness [BM03,
LGT+03℄. With this growing list of requirements, designers of voting proto ols fa e two
problems: if they do not know the literature well they may miss a se urity requirement, and
even if they do over all known requirements this does not guarantee that new yet to be
dis overed requirements are satis ed by their voting s heme.
To partially solve these problems we suggest evaluating voting s hemes in the universal
omposability (UC) framework of Canetti [Can01℄. In the UC framework, an exe ution of
a multi-party omputation proto ol is ompared to an exe ution where a trusted ideal fun tionality handles the data and produ es the output. A proto ol is said to be se ure if an
adversary operating in a real-life model an be simulated in the ideal pro ess model with the
ideal fun tionality. In the ase of voting, the ideal fun tionality takes as input the votes and
outputs the result of the ele tion. This ideal fun tionality orresponds to the old method of
voters marking their hoi e on paper and putting the ballot in a box, whi h is opened on e
the ele tion is over.
Let us see how this solution addresses some of the properties that we mentioned. Priva y
and a ura y are automati ally satis ed sin e it is a part of the model that input to the ideal
fun tionality is not revealed in any way to the adversary and the ideal fun tionality does
ompute the result orre tly. Robustness follows too; in the UC framework, we an orrupt
parties and still have a good simulation in the ideal pro ess. Fairness follows from the fa t
that the ideal fun tionality does not reveal any partial tallies during the pro ess.
Our approa h has the advantage that it overs many se urity requirements in a single
se urity model. This simpli es se urity proofs sin e we only need to prove universal omposability to prove all these spe i se urity requirements. Our approa h is also pro-a tive in
the sense that using a general se urity model may mean that se urity requirements yet to be
dis overed are overed.
We do not laim to solve all se urity issues with this approa h. In parti ular, universal
omposability of a voting s heme does not guarantee universal veri ability, in oer ibility,
re eipt-freeness or prote tion against ha kers. However, onsidering that many se urity issues
are dealt with, and onsidering that the properties dealt with are often de ned vaguely in
papers dealing with voting s hemes, we do nd that this appli ation of the UC framework is
worthwhile to investigate.
The UC framework allows for modular omposition. In short, this means that if we take a
hybrid proto ol, where part of the proto ol is spe i ed by an ideal fun tionality, then we an
freely plug in any proto ol that se urely realizes this ideal fun tionality. Most voting s hemes
presented in the literature make short uts. They assume we have a broad ast hannel with
memory or an anonymous broad ast hannel. Often they also assume some publi keys are
set up and assume that voters are registered without spe ifying how this is done. We take
this approa h too and assume these things are provided through an ideal fun tionality. The
modular omposition theorem of the UC framework tells us that this is a sound approa h
and that we may later insert any proto ol that realizes this fun tionality to get a full-blown
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ele tion proto ol.
The spe i lass of voting proto ols we look at in this paper is based on homomorphi
threshold en ryption. Many su h s hemes have been proposed in the literature [CGS97, DJ01,
BFP+ 01, DGS03℄, only the rst one of these o ers a se urity proof. We prove that indeed these
s hemes realize an ideal voting fun tionality when the adversary is non-adaptive. The s hemes
are not se ure against adaptive adversaries, however, we propose a simple modi ation to
make them se ure against adaptive adversaries in the erasure model. We suggest another
modi ation based on Paillier en ryption that gives se urity against adaptive adversaries in
the erasure-free model.

2 Preliminaries
In this se tion, we present the various tools used in the lass of voting s hemes we intend
to investigate. Before doing so, we o er a brief introdu tion to the idea behind this lass of
voting proto ols.
The idea behind voting based on homomorphi en ryption. We assume that the

parties have a ess to a message board where everybody may post messages, everybody an
read the messages posted on the message board, messages annot be deleted, and all messages
are authenti ated, for instan e with digital signatures. All ommuni ation will take pla e
through this message board. Publi data pertaining to the ele tion is also posted on the
message board. In parti ular, a publi key pk for a ryptosystem is posted.
In this example, we assume for simpli ity that the voters only have two hoi es. We
en ode \yes" as 1, while \no" is en oded as 0. A voter asts his vote by en rypting the vote
and posting it on the message board, i.e., posting Epk (0) or Epk (1). Sin e the messages are
authenti ated, everybody an he k whether an eligible voter ast the vote.
The ryptosystem should have a homomorphi property:
Epk (m1 ; r1 )  Epk (m2 ; r2 ) = Epk (m1 + m2 ; r1 + r2 ):

When everybody has ast his vote we may therefore ompute the produ t of all the iphertexts
and get an en ryption of the number of \yes" votes.
Now the authorities must de rypt this iphertext ontaining the result of the ele tion. For
this purpose, we assume that the ryptosystem has threshold de ryption. The authorities ea h
hold a se ret share of the private key and if suÆ iently many of them ooperate, they may
de rypt the iphertext. However, no oalition below the threshold value is able to de rypt
any of the en rypted votes; this preserves priva y.
To prevent heating we require that voters atta h a non-intera tive zero-knowledge proof
that their iphertext ontains either 0 or 1. Otherwise, it would for instan e be easy to
ast 100 \yes"-votes by posting Epk (100). Standard non-intera tive zero-knowledge proofs
are too umbersome to be used in pra ti e, therefore this is typi ally done through a 3-move
honest veri er zero-knowledge proof of orre tness of a vote made non-intera tive through the
Fiat-Shamir heuristi .
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In this se tion, we de ne -proto ols [CDS94℄, the type of 3-move honest veri er zeroknowledge proofs that we use. We then note that these proofs in the random ora le model
[BR93℄ an be transformed into non-intera tive zero-knowledge proofs. We prove that in the
random ora le model, we are dealing with a proof of knowledge, and for any prover there
exists an emulator that also produ es orresponding witnesses. This an be seen as a random
ora le parallel of witness extended emulation as de ned by Lindell [Lin01℄. Finally, we de ne
the kind of homomorphi threshold en ryption that we need.
-proto ols. A -proto ol is a spe ial type of 3-move proof system. Say we have an element
and a language L. The prover P knows a witness w for x 2 L and wants to onvin e the
veri er V that x 2 L. We assume that both parties have a ess to a ommon referen e string
 hosen with a suitable distribution. Some -proto ols do not require this, and in that ase,
we an of ourse just let  be the empty string. The proto ol goes like this: The prover sends
an initial message a, re eives a random hallenge e and produ es an answer z. V an now
evaluate (; x; a; e; z) and de ide whether to a ept or reje t the proof.
A -proto ol satis es the following properties.
Completeness: Given (x; w) where w is a witness for x 2 L the prover will with overwhelming probability onvin e the veri er, if they both follow the proto ol.
Spe ial Soundness: There exists an eÆ ient extra tor that for any x given two a eptable
proofs (a; e; z) and (a; e0; z0 ) with the same initial message but di erent hallenges an
ompute a witness w for x 2 L.
Spe ial Honest Veri er Zero-Knowledge: There exists an eÆ ient simulator that given
x; e an reate a \proof" (a; e; z ) for x 2 L, whi h is indistinguishable from a real proof
with hallenge e.

x

Non-intera tive zero-knowledge proofs. Given a ess to a random ora le

O we an

transform a -proto ol into a non-intera tive proof system. To get the hallenge e we form
the initial message a, query O with (x; a; aux) to get the hallenge e and then ompute the
answer z.1 The proof is then (a; z; aux). To verify su h a proof query O with (x; a; aux) to
get e and then run the veri er from the -proto ol.
Using standard te hniques, we an prove that we get a non-intera tive proof system with
the following properties:
Completeness: Given (x; w) where w is a witness for x 2 L the veri er will a ept if both
the prover and the veri er follow the proto ol.
Soundness: A dishonest prover annot onvin e the veri er if x 2= L.
Zero-Knowledge: There exist a simulator S O that given x 2 L an reate a onvin ing
proof (a; z; aux) indistinguishable from a real proof provided it has the following ability

Typi ally, aux will ontain the identity of the prover in order to prevent somebody else to dupli ate the
proof and laim to have made it.
1
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to modify the ora le. It may give (x; a; aux; e) to O and provided (x; a; aux) has not
been queried before O assigns the value e to be the answer to query (x; a; aux).
The random ora le model is an idealization of the Fiat-Shamir heuristi , see [BR93℄. In the
Fiat-Shamir heuristi the prover uses a ryptographi hash-fun tion to produ e the hallenge
as e = hash(x; a; aux).
Witness extended emulation in the random ora le model. A -proto ol is a proof

of knowledge in the random ora le model. We formulate this in the form of witness extended
emulation in the following way. Given some adversary that produ es a ve tor of elements
x 2 L and valid proofs of memberships of L, there is an emulator EA that produ es identi ally
distributed elements together with the orresponding witnesses for memberships of L.
Theorem 1

For all adversaries

that for all distinguishers


where

z

D

A there exists an expe

ted polynomial time emulator

EA su

h

(even unbounded ones) we have

P [(~x; p~; s) AO (z ) : (~x; p~) 2 V ^ DO (~x; ~p; s; z ) = 1℄
P [(~x; p~; w;
~ s) EAO (z ) : (~x; p~) 2 V ^ (~x; w
~ ) 2 W ^ DO (~x; ~p; s; z ) = 1℄;

is some advi e with length bounded by a polynomial in

k, O

is a random ora le,

V

is

(~x; ~p) su h that p~ ontains valid proofs for the elements in ~x belonging to
L, and W is the set of pairs (~x; w
~ ) where w
~ ontains witnesses for the elements of ~x belonging

the set of ve tor pairs

to

L.2

We onstru t the emulator EA as follows: It runs a opy of AO (z) to get output (~x; ~p; s).
During the run, it saves the state of A whenever it makes a query to O. EA will now attempt
to nd witnesses for the elements in ~x belonging to L. If any of the proofs have been made
without querying the ora le, i.e., A simply guessed the ora le value we surrender, however,
this only has negligible probability of happening.
Let us onsider the ase where A did make a query to get the hallenge e in ea h of its
proofs. Consider a query (x; a; aux) that A used in a proof p = (a; z; aux). Sin e we saved
the state of A after this query we an run A again this time giving random answers to all
subsequent queries to O. We an hope that in the end A in ludes a new proof (a; z0 ; aux)
where we have sele ted e0 6= e. In that ase we may by the spe ial soundness property extra t
a witness w for x 2 L. EA simply repeats this pro edure for ea h proof in ~p until it has
new proofs for all of the elements in ~x. With overwhelming probability, these new proofs use
di erent hallenges and therefore witnesses an be extra ted.
2 It is instru tive to onsider this theorem in onne tion with the ryptosystem TDH0 in [SG02℄. TDH0
is a ryptosystem where a -proto ol made non-intera tive with a random ora le is used to prove knowledge
of the plaintext. Intuitively one might argue CCA2 se urity by saying that the adversary already knows the
answer when submitting de ryption requests. However, Gennaro and Shoup show that this argument fails
sin e rewinding is used to get the plaintexts, and sin e de ryption requests may depend on ora le queries made
before several other ora le queries we risk an exponential blow-up when tra king ba k through the de ryption
requests. Our theorem does not solve this problem. What our theorem an be used to prove, however, is that
TDH0 is non-malleable.
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We have to argue that EA runs in expe ted polynomial time. Let timeA (k) be a polynomial
bound on the running time of A. Consider the state of A after having made a query to the
random ora le. Let p be the probability that A is going to use the answer to make a valid
proof. In ase A does use the answer EA uses an expe ted 1=p simulated runs of A from
this point to get an ora le answer that is used to make a valid proof in a simulated run.
Sin e ea h simulated run of A takes at most time timeA (k), the expe ted time used by EA
on this state is at most p p1 timeA (k). Sin e the running time of A is timeA (k), it an make at
most timeA (k) queries to the random ora le. Therefore, timeA (k)2 is an upper bound on the
expe ted running time of EA .

Homomorphi threshold en ryption. A (t; n)-threshold ryptosystem is a publi key

ryptosystem where the se ret key is shared between n authorities A1; : : : ; An. If t of them
ooperate they may de rypt iphertexts, but any group of less than t authorities annot learn
anything about the ontents of a iphertext.
We use a key generation algorithm K to generate the keys. In general, all elements of the
ryptosystem, messages, randomness and iphertexts belong to suitable groups. We write the
iphertext spa e with multipli ative notation and the other groups with additive notation.
The key generation algorithm produ es a publi key pk whi h is used for en ryption, se ret
keys sk1; : : : ; skn used for de ryption, and veri ation keys vk1; : : : ; vkn that are publi and
used for verifying that the authorities a t a ording to the proto ol.
En ryption works as usual. To de rypt a iphertext the authorities use their se ret keys to
produ e de ryption shares. Given t de ryption shares anybody an ombine them to get the
plaintext. The veri ation keys are used by the authorities to make a zero-knowledge proof
that they have provided the orre t de ryption shares.
We require that the ryptosystem have the following properties.
Semanti se urity: The ryptosystem must be semanti ally se ure.
Errorless de ryption: With overwhelming probability, the key generation algorithm sele ts
keys su h that there is probability 1 for the de ryption to yield the message en rypted.3
Homomorphi ity: For all messages m1 ; m2 and randomizers r1 ; r2 we have Epk (m1 +m2 ; r1 +
r2 ) = Epk (m1 ; r1 )  Epk (m2 ; r2 ).
Simulatability of de ryption: There is an algorithm S that takes as input a iphertext
, a message m and the se ret shares of any group of t 1 authorities and produ es
simulated de ryption shares for all the remaining authorities that de rypts to m. S
must be su h that even with knowledge of the orresponding t 1 keys the simulated
de ryption shares are indistinguishable from real de ryption shares.

3 Most known ryptosystems have this property. However, in the notion of deniable en ryption [CDNO97℄
the goal is to make it possible to deny that a parti ular thing was en rypted by produ ing honest looking
randomness for an entirely di erent plaintext.
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3 Universal Composability
The universal omposability framework is des ribed in details in [Can01℄. The main gist is to
ompare a real-life exe ution of a proto ol with an ideal pro ess. We say a real-life proto ol
 realizes an ideal fun tionality F if an adversary A in the real-life model annot gain more
than an adversary S in the ideal pro ess does. More pre isely, we have an environment Z
that gives inputs to parties, sees outputs from parties and learns whi h parties are orrupted,
and we say  se urely realizes F if Z annot distinguish the real-life proto ol with adversary
A from the ideal pro ess with simulator S .
In the ideal pro ess, the ideal fun tionality handles everything taking pla e in the proto ol.
The parties in the proto ol hand their inputs from Z dire tly and se urely to F . F omputes
the parties outputs and sends it to them. When a party re eives a message from F , it outputs
this message. S is restri ted to orrupting some of the parties and blo king messages from F
to the honest parties. On the other hand, in the real-life exe ution the parties arry out the
proto ol  to produ e their outputs.
One main feature in this framework is se urity under modular omposition. Let us say we
have a proto ol  that realizes the ideal fun tionality F . Say that  is used as a sub proto ol
in  and write this as . We may then form the hybrid F where alls to  are repla ed with
alls to F . It is a theorem that  se urely realizes F .
Key generation and message board hybrid model. We will take advantage of the

modular omposition theorem and work in a hybrid model where we assume we have proto ols
that realize the key generation and message board fun tionality des ribed in Figure 1. For
distributed key generation proto ols refer to [BF97, GJKR99, FS01, ACS02℄. This enables us
to on entrate on the voting proto ol itself.
We note that in FKM we allow A to blo k voters' messages. This is to over all the benign
and mali ious failures that may o ur when voters try to ast their vote; everything from the
Internet onne tion being unstable to an adversary deliberately utting the ables to groups
of voters with a parti ular politi al opinion. A typi al requirement of a voting system is that
it should be available, i.e., voters wanting to vote should have a ess to vote. This overs
prote ting against denial of servi e atta ks, et ., but is not part of what the ryptographi
proto ol an a omplish. Therefore, we spe i ally allow the adversary to blo k votes. We
quantify over all adversaries in the se urity proof, so in parti ular the se urity proof also holds
for non-blo king adversaries that do not blo k messages, i.e., it holds for voting systems with
the availability property. In ontrast, for simpli ity we do not allow the adversary to blo k
inputs from the authorities. This hoi e is reasonable sin e any voting system must have
appropriate ba k-up pro edures to ensure that all authorities an ommuni ate as needed.
Another remark pertains to resubmission of votes. Depending on the requirements, sometimes di tated by law, it may or may not be allowed for voters to hange their votes. For
simpli ity, we treat the ase where voters annot hange their mind, and therefore we only
allow a single message not to be blo ked. Se urity an be proved quite similarly in the ase
where we allow voters to hange their mind.
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Fun tionality FKM

FKM pro eeds as follows, running with parties V1; : : : ; Vm; A1; : : : ; An and an adversary A.
 Generate keys for the homomorphi threshold ryptosystem
(pk; vk1; : : : ; vkn; sk1; : : : ; skn). Send (publi key; sid; pk) to all parties and A.
Send (veri ation keys; sid; vk1; : : : ; vkn) to all the authorities and A. For
i = 1; : : : ; n send (se ret share; sid; ski ) to Ai .

 Upon re eiving (message; sid; m) from party Vi store (message; sid; Vi; m) and
send it to A.
 Upon re eiving (no-blo k; sid; Vi; m) from A he k whether (message; sid; Vi; m)
has been stored. In that ase, store (post; sid; Vi; m) and ignore subsequent
(no-blo k; sid; Vi; : : :) messages from A.
 Upon re eiving (tally; sid) from A, send all stored (post; sid; Vi; m) messages to
A1 ; : : : ; An . Ignore subsequent (tally; sid) requests.
 Upon re eiving (post; sid; m) from party Ai send (post; sid; Ai; m) to A1; : : : ; An
and A.
Figure 1: The key generation and message board fun tionality, FKM.
Fun tionality FVOTING

FVOTING pro eeds as follows, running with parties V1 ; : : : ; Vm; A1; : : : ; An and an
adversary S .
 Upon re eiving (vote; sid; Vi; v) from Vi store it and send (vote; sid; Vi) to S .

Ignore future (vote; sid; : : :) messages from Vi.
 Upon re eiving (no-blo k; sid; Vi) from S he k whether some (vote; sid; Vi; v) has
been stored. In that ase, add v to the result and ignore subsequent
(no-blo k; sid; Vi) messages from S .
 Upon re eiving (result; sid) from S ompute the result and send
(result; sid; result) to S and A1 ; : : : ; An and halt.
Figure 2: The voting fun tionality, FVOTING.

Voting proto ol. Before des ribing the proto ol that we use to realize the ideal voting

fun tionality in Figure 2, we need to dis uss how to en ode the voters' hoi e as a plaintext to
be en rypted. In [DJ01, BFP+ 01, DGS03℄ this is done by assigning ea h andidate a number
j 2 f0; : : : ; L 1g and en oding the andidate as M j , where M is a stri t upper bound on
the number
P of votes any andidate an re eive. Adding many su h votes gives a result on the
form jL=01 vj M j where vj is the number of votes on andidate number j . Votes and result
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an be embedded in a message spa e on the form ZN provided N  M L . More generally we
require that there is an en oding su h that:
 Ea h valid vote v an be en oded as En ode(v).
 The sum of the en odings yields an en oding of the result, En ode(result).
 It is possible to eÆ iently extra t the result from an en oding.
 The en odings an be embedded in the message spa e of the ryptosystem.
We des ribe the voting proto ol based on homomorphi threshold en ryption in Figure 3.
Examples of su h voting proto ols an be found in [CGS97, DJ01, BFP+01, DGS03℄.
FKM
Voting Protol VOTING

The voting proto ol for voters V1; : : : ; Vm and authorities A1 ; : : : ; An with a ess to ideal
fun tionality FKM and random ora le O is as follows.
1. Invoke FKM to give ea h voter V1; : : : ; Vm the publi key and give ea h authority
A1 ; : : : ; An all the veri ation keys and its own se ret key.
2. Ea h voter Vi with a publi key pk on the in oming message tape and a valid vote
vi on the input tape omputes i Epk (En ode(vi )). He reates a proof pi for the
vote being orre t using a -proto ol with O's answer on ( i; ai; pk; sid; Vi) as the
hallenge ei.
He sends (message; sid; i; pi) to FKM.
3. Authority Aj with the publi key and the veri ation keys on its tape and a se ret
share of the private key on its tape does the following. When re eiving a bun h of
broad ast votes it omputes C as the produ t of all the votes with valid proofs.
Then it omputes the de ryption share dsj . It also forms a proof pj for the
de ryption share being orre t using the veri ation key vkj . The hallenge in this
proof is omputed with O.
It sends (post; sid; dsj ; pj ) to FKM.
4. Ea h authority pi ks the rst t de ryption shares with valid proofs that it re eives
and omputes the plaintext of C .
It interprets the plaintext as En ode(result) and outputs (result; sid; result).
FKM .
Figure 3: The voting proto ol VOTING

Ideal pro ess adversary. To prove se urity of the voting proto ol we need to provide an

ideal pro ess adversary S that fares as well as A does in the FKM-hybrid model. S is des ribed
in Figure 4.
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Ideal pro ess adversary S

S operates in the ideal pro ess with dummy voters V~1 ; : : : ; V~m and dummy authorities
A~1 ; : : : ; A~n. It has input z . It ontrols the random ora le O in the sense that it may
assign a response e to a query q. This means that it an simulate proofs.
S runs a simulated FKM-hybrid exe ution with simulated adversary A. We write
V1 ; : : : ; Vm and A1 ; : : : ; An to denote simulated parties.

 S forwards all messages between A and Z .
 S simulates the invo ation of FKM. Having done this it knows the se ret shares of
the private key of all the authorities, in other words S may de rypt messages








en rypted under the publi key.
Suppose A on behalf of a orrupt Vi sends (message; sid; i; pi) and sends
(no-blo k; sid; Vi; i; pi) to FKM. S he ks whether the proof is valid and in that
ase it de rypts i to get a vote vi. It submits (vote; sid; Vi; vi) to FVOTING on
behalf of V~i and sends (no-blo k; sid; Vi) to FVOTING.
Upon re eiving (vote; sid; Vi) from FVOTING it knows that V~i got (vote; sid; Vi; vi)
as input from Z . It does not know the a tual vote vi.
As long as Vi has not re eived the publi key for the ele tion S ignores the problem,
but if Vi has or gets the publi key for the ele tion S must simulate Vi trying to ast
a vote. It forms i = Epk (0) and simulates a proof pi for i ontaining a valid vote.
It simulates Vi sending (message; sid; Vi; i; pi) to FKM and sends the resulting
(message; sid; Vi; i; pi) to the opy of A.
If it later re eives (no-blo k; sid; Vi; m) from A, S simulates FKM re eiving this
message, and it sends (no-blo k; sid; Vi) to FVOTING.
Upon A sending (tally; sid) to FKM, S lets the simulated FKM send the list of
stored messages (post; sid; Vi; i; pi) to A1; : : : ; An.
It sends (tally; sid) to FVOTING and learns the result.
Let C be the produ t of all the i's. S uses the simulation property of the threshold
ryptosystem to simulate shares dsj for the honest Aj 's su h that C de rypts to the
a tual result. Furthermore, it also simulates proofs pj of the shares being orre t.
After A has delivered both the keys and the messages to honest Aj , S simulates
that Aj sends the de ryption share (post; sid; Aj ; dsj ; pj ) to FKM.
When Aj has re eived both the publi keys and t de ryption shares, then S delivers
the (result; sid; result) message from FVOTING to A~j .
Figure 4: The ideal pro ess adversary S .
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Theorem 2

FKM
VOTING
se urely realizes
less than t authorities.

The voting proto ol hybrid

non-adaptive adversaries that

orrupt

FVOTING

for the

lass of

We will take a walk one step at a time from the FKM-hybrid model to the ideal pro ess.
In doing so we will use expe ted polynomial time algorithms and rewind the environment.
This is all right as long as we do not do this in the FKM-hybrid model or the ideal pro ess
itself.

Proof.

Exp1 . De ne Exp1 to be the following modi ation of the FKM-hybrid model. After A has
submitted the ommand (tally; sid) to FKM we use the honest authorities' se ret shares to
de rypt the en rypted votes with valid proofs sent by A on behalf of orrupt voters. We look
at the tapes of the honest voters and if they are not blo ked by A, we add their votes to the
orrupt voters' votes. This gives us the result of the ele tion.
By the simulation property of the threshold ryptosystem, we may now simulate the honest
authorities' de ryption shares su h that they t with the result. To do this simulation we do
not need knowledge of the honest authorities' se ret shares. Using our ability to ontrol the
random ora le, we may also simulate proofs of these de ryption shares being orre t.

HYBF;KM
Z ;A  P1 . We de ne P1 to be the probability of Z outputting 1 in Exp1 . It is not
possible for Z to distinguish whether it is running in the FKM-hybrid model or experiment
Exp1. The result is the same in both ases and indistinguishability follows from the zeroknowledge property of the proofs and the simulation property of the threshold ryptosystem.
We remark that the honest authorities in the zero-knowledge proof hoose the hallenge
as an ora le query of, among other things, an initial message a in the proof. Sin e a an be
hosen from a superpolynomial spa e A and Z annot guess it beforehand, and therefore they
annot query the ora le about this thing beforehand. For that reason they do not dete t that
the ora le is being programmed.
Exp2 . De ne Exp2 as the following modi ation of Exp1 . We look at the exe ution in the
interval between key generation having been done and A not yet having submitted (tally; sid)
to FKM. After the key generation, we may for ea h honest voter and ea h possible vote it an
get as input pre-generate the (message; sid; i; pi) message.
Let A be an algorithm that takes as input the tapes of A, Z and the pre-generated
en rypted votes. It runs the entire exe ution in this interval, and in the end, it outputs the
views of A and Z . From the views, we may read o the states of A and Z , restart them, and
ontinue the experiment.
A ording to Theorem 1 we may repla e A with an expe ted polynomial time algorithm
EA that indistinguishably outputs the same as A, but in addition provides the witnesses for
the proofs made by orrupt voters. These witnesses in lude the votes of these orrupt parties
and therefore we do not need to de rypt anything with the honest authorities' se ret shares
of the private key.
P1  P2 . We de ne P2 as the probability that Z outputs 1 at the end of experiment Exp2 .
It follows from Theorem 1 that P1  P2 .
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Exp3 . De ne Exp3 the following way. Instead of letting the honest voters en rypt their

votes and proving in zero-knowledge that the iphertexts ontain orre t votes, we let them
en rypt 0 and simulate the proofs of orre tness. For ea h possible vote that Z ould give
to an honest voter Vi, we onstru t su h a 0-vote and feed A with these iphertexts and
simulated proofs.

 P3 . Let P3 be the probability that Z outputs 1 after experiment Exp3 . In Exp3 , we
still use the real votes to t the result in the end, and we do not at any point use the honest
authorities' shares of the private key. Therefore, by the semanti se urity of the ryptosystem,
the result is the same and Z annot distinguish the two experiments. Neither does it allow
us to distinguish the views of A and Z that A produ es, so these trans ripts must still look
like orre t views of A and Z a ting a ording to their programs.

P2

Exp4 . We de ne Exp4 as a modi ation of Exp3 where we go ba k to using de ryption to

get A's votes. Instead of using the votes supplied by EA, we de rypt the orrupt voters'
iphertexts with valid proofs and use these votes. We may now repla e EA with A sin e we
do not need the votes dire tly. By de nition, A produ es valid trans ripts of how A and Z
behave with these inputs and we may therefore repla e A with the exe ution of A and Z .

P3  P4 . By Theorem 1 we may shift ba k from EA to A without being able to tell the
di eren e. Sin e A produ es two good trans ripts for how A and Z work we may now
go ba k to using A and Z also in the interval between key generation and A submitting
(tally; sid) to FKM.

 IDEALF

The ideal pro ess and Exp4 are a tually the same experiment. In
Exp4 we submit 0-votes on behalf of honest parties and simulate the proofs, just as S does.
When A submits (vote; sid; Vi; i; pi) on behalf of an honest voter we he k the proof and
de rypt just as S does. To reate something that looks as de ryption shares that produ e the
result we simulate this just as S does.


P4

Z ;S .

VOTING ;

Re y ling keys. One ould ask whether the keys an be reused for several ele tions. The

se urity proof fails in this ase for the same reasons as des ribed in [SG02℄ and Footnote
2. The problem is that we an prove non-malleability of the ryptosystem used to en rypt
votes but not prove se urity with respe t to general adaptive hosen iphertext atta ks. If
we use the same keys in several ele tions, we give the adversary a ess to a de ryption of the
iphertexts ontaining the results and therefore an adaptive hosen iphertext atta k. While
we see no way to use this atta k in pra ti e, we annot guarantee se urity.
If we really want to use the keys for several ele tions that is possible though. We an
simply demand that the voter makes a proof of knowledge where votes an be straight-line
extra ted. For instan e, the voter an en rypt votes under a se ond publi key and prove that
this has been done orre tly. Then votes may be extra ted dire tly from this iphertext and
no rewinding is needed. The authorities tally the votes by stripping away the extra proof and
iphertext and arrying out the usual tallying pro edure with the remaining iphertext.
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4 Adaptive adversaries
An adaptive adversary is one that de ides during the exe ution of the proto ol whi h parties
to orrupt. After orruption of a party, the adversary may learn some data from earlier
omputations. To guard against su h problems we may spe i ally spe ify in proto ols that
parties should erase ertain data. We all this the erasure model. Sometimes the more
stri t erasure-free se urity model is preferred. In this model, the party's entire omputational
history is revealed upon orruption.
The voting s hemes are not adaptively se ure. The s hemes [CGS97, DJ01, BFP+ 01,

DGS03℄ are in fa t not se ure in the adaptive setting, even when we allow erasures. Let us
sket h a ounter-argument for the ase of a yes/no ele tion using the s heme in [CGS97℄ with
2 voters, 3 authorities and a threshold t = 2. We refer the reader to [CGS97℄ for a des ription
of the s heme.
Consider an environment Z and adversary A, where A forwards everything it sees to Z and
follows instru tions from Z on how to behave. Z rst asks A to a tivate the key-generation
step of FKM and to deliver all the keys to the relevant parties. Then Z sele ts at random
that all voters should vote yes or all voters should vote no. It lets the rst voter post its vote
and then it ips a oin to de ide whether to blo k the se ond voter or not. If both voters
were allowed to post their votes, Z arries out the entire ele tion a ording to the proto ol. If
only the rst voter was allowed to post his vote, Z lets A a tivate A1 to obtain its de ryption
share. Then it ips a oin and orrupts either A2 or A3. From the se ret share it obtains it
may now ompute the result of the ele tion. If everything works out OK, Z outputs 1. If we
are operating in the real-life model everything will work out OK and Z will output 1 with
100% probability.
To nish the argument we will show that any S annot make Z a ept with more than
50% probability. First, S must provide publi keys g; h = gs for an ElGamal ryptosystem.
Se ond it must provide veri ation keys h1 = gs1 ; h2 = gs2 ; h3 = gs3 to the authorities. Here
s; s1 ; s2 ; s3 may or may not be known to S and may or may not be hosen a ording to the
proto ol. Having given these keys to Z S must now produ e the vote (x; y) for the rst voter.
At this point it annot know the result sin e if it queries FVOTING for the result, then Z has
50% probability of letting the se ond voter vote, and then the result will be wrong and Z
will be able to distinguish. From now on, we look at the ase where (x; y) has been produ ed
without knowledge of the result, and where this is the only vote to be ast. S must try to
make it look like (x; y) de rypts to the result. First, it must produ e a de ryption share w1
for the rst authority. Then depending on Z 's oin- ip, it must give either s2 or s3 to Z
a ording to whi h authority Z de ides to orrupt. To make Z a ept with more than 50%
probability, S must be able to make it look like (x; y) de rypts to the result in both ases. In
other words, we have

Gresult = y=w1 1 f1 2g xs2 2 f1 2g
;

;

;

;

= y=w11 f1 3g xs3 3 f1 3g ;
;

;

;

;

where the Lagrange oeÆ ients are 1;f1;2g = 2; 2;f1;2g = 1; 1;f1;3g = 3=2; 3;f1;3g = 1=2.
This implies that we an ompute w1 = x2s2 s3 and y = Gresultx3s2 2s3 . However, sin e (x; y)
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was hosen before the result was known to S there is at least 50% probability that S ould
not have done this. Z only has 50% probability of outputting 1 in the ideal pro ess and it
an therefore distinguish.
Adaptive se urity in the erasure model. We an deal with an adversary that may

adaptively orrupt voters quite easily. The voters simply erase the plaintext vote and the
randomness after they have omputed the en rypted vote. This way an adaptive adversary
does not learn anything by orrupting a voter. We nd the erasure model to be somewhat
reasonable sin e a good voting system should spe ify that voters delete the randomness and
the vote used in order to give some rudimentary re eipt-freeness.
To guard against adversaries that adaptively orrupt authorities we an use te hniques
from [CGJ+99, JL00, LP01℄. Let us brie y sket h how to do this. All the homomorphi
ryptosystems in [CGS97, BFP+01, DJ01, DGS03℄ require that in the de ryption pro ess we
raise the iphertext C or part of the iphertext to a se ret value s. In the abovementioned
s hemes we share s using a polynomial f of degree t 1, and give ea h authority a share
si = f (i). Lagrange interpolation an then be used to perform the de ryption. As we saw
before, this te hnique auses trouble in the adaptive setting. However, if P
we instead use a
n 1
linear se ret sharing of s, i.e., sele t s1; : : : ; sn 1 at random and sn = s
i=1 si , then we
an ope with an adaptive adversary. To re over if an authority fails to provide its de ryption
share, we also use polynomials f1; : : : ; fn of degree t 1 to se ret share s1; : : : ; sn. I.e.,
fi (0) = si and si;j = fi (j ). Authority j knows all the shares fsi;j gi=1;:::;n. The veri ation
keys now also in lude trapdoor ommitments, for instan e Pedersen ommitments, to the
si;j 's. In the simulation, we pi k all the shares s1 ; : : : ; sn at random. When the rst honest
authority is about to ompute its share, it omputes the share su h that it ts with the result
and all the other authorities' shares, and it simulates a proof of orre tness. The authorities
have to go through a more ompli ated proto ol to ompute the result and anybody wishing
to verify the result also has to do more work, but it is still well within what is pra ti al. The
voters do not pay any performan e penalty when having to use this type of voting s heme
instead of the original type of voting s heme, for them the proto ol looks the same.
Adaptive se urity in the erasure-free model. Let us also brie y sket h how to on-

stru t a voting s heme that se urely realizes the ideal voting fun tionality against adaptive
adversaries in the erasure-free model.
Damgard and Nielsen [DN03℄ suggest a threshold ryptosystem se ure against adaptive
adversaries in the erasure-free model, whi h is based on Paillier en ryption [Pai99℄. It turns
out that their solution is well suited for voting. The idea is to have the publi key ontain
a iphertext K = Epk (1; rK ). To en rypt a vote vi, the voter lets i = K v Epk (0; ri). By the
homomorphi property of Paillier en ryption i = Epk (vi ; rKv ri)4. Taking the produ t of all
the voters' en rypted votes we therefore get a iphertext C en rypting the result. Now, the
authorities an use threshold de ryption te hniques to de rypt C and get the result. To prove
se urity of the proto ol we have to present a simulator S that fares as well as any adversary
A. The idea in the proto ol is that S an hoose K = Epk (0; rK ). This enables S to simulate
i

i

4

We use multipli ative notation for the randomness in Paillier en ryption.
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an en rypted vote by setting i = Epk (0; rS ;i). If the voter is orrupted then S learns the real
vote vi and must simulate the en ryption. It does so by setting ri = rS ;irKv , whi h makes
v
i = K Epk (0; ri ).
The next question is how a voter should prove that he has submitted a legal vote. In
[DN00℄ a pra ti al s heme for UC ommitment and UC zero-knowledge proofs is suggested.
The voter an make a UC ommitment to vi and prove in zero-knowledge that vi is on the
orre t form and that i en rypts vi . The zero-knowledge proofs of orre tness of a vote
suggested in [DGS03℄ are non-erasure -proto ols, see [DN03℄ for a de nition, i.e., if we
simulate a proof, and later learn the witness, then we an simulate the prover's internal tape.
This means that we an also simulate an honest voter's proof of orre tness of a vote should
he ever be orrupted. These proofs are intera tive, however, using the Fiat-Shamir heuristi
we an make them non-intera tive.
S fa es another problem than simulating honest voters and simulating their tapes as they
are orrupted. Suppose the adversary reates an en rypted vote on behalf of one of the
orrupt voters. Then S will have to gure out what to submit to the voting fun tionality on
behalf of said voter. It annot use the iphertext of the voter be ause in the simulation the
\en rypted" vote is just an en ryption of 0 and does not tell us what v is. However, sin e the
orrupt voter is using a UC ommitment s heme S learns vi when the ommitment is made;
the UC ommitment s heme is set up su h that for any orrupt voter S an extra t the vote
vi .
Unfortunately, the UC ommitment s heme from [DN00℄ is not pra ti al for our purpose.
The problem is that ea h voter needs to re eive his own ommitment key, and in a large
ele tion this implies that we have to generate quite a lot of keys and distribute them to the
voters. Using non-malleable ommitments, Damgard and Groth [DG03℄ show how to make
it possible to remove this requirement of ea h voter having his own set of ommitment keys.
We therefore suggest using their UC ommitment s heme instead. This does reate a new
problem though, sin e the non-malleable ommitments they suggest are not that eÆ ient. To
solve this problem we therefore use the simulation-sound trapdoor ommitments of [GMY03℄.
We have now sket hed the voters' a tions in the proto ol. Remaining is to des ribe how
to de rypt the iphertext C ontaining the result. Here the idea is that the publi key will
ontain an en ryption R = Epk (0; rR). Using R, the authorities reate a rerandomization of
C before de ryption. In the simulation, however, we use R = Epk (1; rR ) and therefore we an
set up the \rerandomization" of C su h that we get an en ryption of the result. After this,
the authorities an arry out a standard threshold de ryption proto ol to get the result. We
refer to [DN03℄ for a des ription of how to arry out this rerandomization.
Sin e the voter has to make a UC ommitment to vi, this proto ol is less eÆ ient than the
stati solutions already proposed in the literature. It is still pra ti al though. The authorities
also have to arry out more work, but also from their point of view the proto ol is pra ti al.
i

i

5 Con lusion
We have proved that the popular type of voting proto ols based on homomorphi threshold
en ryption realizes an ideal voting fun tionality against non-adaptive adversaries. This implies
15

in parti ular that the voting s heme satis es important properties su h as priva y, a ura y,
robustness and fairness. We have sket hed how to modify this type of voting s heme to be
se ure against adaptive adversaries in both the erasure model and the erasure-free model.
This does not mean that all problems are solved. The universal omposability framework
treats orruption as an either/or matter. It does not deal with se uring the voting ma hines
themselves. Work addressing issues su h as in oer ibility, re eipt-freeness and prote tion
against ha kers therefore remains important.
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